
D. Deactivate or Edit Route on Map, Add and Remove

Waypoints.

Deactivate: This selection will deactivate the active route and show a blank Active Route page.

NOTE: If a route is not active, the selection “Deactivate” is not shown.

Edit on Map: This allows you to easily add or remove waypoints from the route. To remove or add

a waypoint, PRESS            to begin the process. This shows a map with the Panning

Arrow            at your present position. Use the IN and OUT buttons and the Rocker

Keypad to position the Arrow over desired waypoint.

To remove a waypoint place the Panning Arrow over it  and PRESS            , select

“Remove” and PRESS             . The screen reverts to the map with the Panning

Arrow over the next waypoint in the route. PRESS            to revert back to the Active

Route page.

To add a waypoint place the Panning Arrow anywhere over the route leg where the

waypoint is to be added. When the leg is highlighted (changes color) PRESS             .

This ties the Panning Arrow and route leg together. Use the Rocker Keypad to drag

the course line over to the spot to be added and PRESS            . If the new waypoint

is in the data base it will be inserted into the Route. If the new waypoint is not in the

data base the “New Waypoint” window appears with the “OK” button highlighted. If

you PRESS             this waypoint will also be added to the User Waypoint list.

Insert Waypoint: (At end of route) PRESS              to bring up the Find Page with the Identifier field

highlighted. PRESS             and “Type in” the identifier of the desired waypoint or use

the Rocker Keypad to choose the “Recent” or “User” tabs and select desired

waypoint. To add the waypoint, highlight “OK” and PRESS             . This also

renames the Active Route.

(Within the route) Follow the above steps except first highlight the waypoint you

want to follow the to-be-added waypoint.

Remove Waypoint: It is dimmed in this example because a waypoint is not selected. To use this

option, first use the Rocker Keypad to highlight a waypoint (STONS) when the Active

Route page is still showing. PRESS             . The “Remove Waypoint” option is now

available.

Use the Rocker Keypad to highlight the option and

PRESS            . A window appears to ask if you really

want to remove the waypoint.  Choose “Yes” or “No”

and PRESS             . PRESS             to deactivate the

cursor and stay on the Active Route Page.
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1. With a route active and the Active Route Page showing, PRESS

to display the window shown to the right.

2. Use the UP and DOWN arrows on the Rocker Keypad to highlight

the desired selection.

3. PRESS             to perform the chosen option.

4. PRESS             to close the window.
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(The Active Route Menu Functions are continued on next page.)

II. Basic Operations


